Latest report on VAS Friday 15th July 2016
Friday 15th July 2016 - The VAS has now been repaired and the data collected whilst positioned outside 4
Broad Lane facing in to the village is as follows.
From 1st June to 15th July2016
Total number of vehicles 63743, over a 46-day period equals an average of 1380 vehicles per day.
Average speed 25, top speed 59
The VAS has now been moved to Bicester Hill
The new "smiley/sad face" VAS has now been erected at its permanent site opposite Layers Close
facing towards the A43
This sign does not collect traffic speed data but will show a sad or smiley face according to vehicle speed. It
is powered by a solar panel and will be a permanent fixture opposite Lawyers Close.
It was funded by a grant from the SNC new homes bonus scheme and a contribution from Evenley Paris
Council.
The existing data collecting VAS will continue to be moved around several locations within Evenley,
trusting this will contribute to further vehicle speed reductions in the village
Target reached, sign now purchased and erected.
Thanks to all those who contributed especially our County Councillor Ron Sawbridge.
Regular analysis of vehicle speeds through village will be published on the website.
As you are probably aware the village in conjunction with Evenley Parish Council is looking to purchase
and install a mobile VAS sign, for checking vehicle speeds throughout the village. Locations for sign will
be, Broad Lane, Bicester Hill and Mixbury Road
Fundraising and grants have to date raised some £2000.00 towards the cost of a VAS sign but we still need
in the region of £1000.00 to complete the purchase.
Any contributions would be greatly appreciated, cheques should be made payable to "Evenley VAS" and
can be handed either to Mike Bosher or Alan Thornhill.

